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1. Introduction 

The work carried out by the IMGC for hardness-scale realization, maintenance, improvement 

and dissemination is aimed, essentially, at establishing an appropriate system of hardness 
measurement traceability available to the national and foreign industry. Industrial requirements have 
been getting increasinlingly stringent, so that it is necessary, on the one hand, to continue improving 
standards and, on the other, to modify the norms defining hardness scales, to make them adequate to 
requirements. 

Standardization becomes critical when hardness scales must be correctly defined from a 
metrological standpoint and, at the same time, be suitable from the viewpoint of industrial needs. The 

different Quality Systems of industrial concerns involve, to an increasing extent, the determination of 
materials hardness, to serve as a production testing tool. It is required that the hardness test duration 

be as short as possible, but this contrasts with metrological exigencies, since in hardness tests, which 
have a very important dynamic effect, measurements must be carried out under the most stable 

conditions, which consequently need relatively long times. 

Much work is expected for norms preparation; for this reason IMGC takes part in all 
international and European meetings and promotes the establishment of ad hoc working groups. 

Obviously, for the maintenance and the improvement of its hardness scales IMGC has 
established a programme of comparisons with the scales maintained by the national standards 

laboratories of several countries in Europe and elsewhere /1/. In this way, scales can be regularly 

checked and, which is also very important, it is possible to observe the effects of modifications in the 
relevant norms on overall measurement uncertainty. 

One important action IMGC undertook- some years ago, was cooperative work for the 
development of hardness scales in countries where work had been until then exclusively entrusted to 

industrial concerns. In our opinion, the correct realization of hardness scales based on the standards of 

force, time and length is as important for measurement quality as a correct traceability system is for 

scale dissemination to the industry. 

The most important cooperation has been that of IMGC and NIST, which equipped its 

laboratory with a hardness standard machine designed by IMGC. This cooperation allows both 
laboratories to improve their hardness standards. Other cooperation programmes are being carried out 
in other extra-European countries, to provide consultancy for the establishment of an efficient 
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traceability system; in future, cooperation is likely to include the construction of other standard 
machines. 

2. Work carried out at IMGC 

IMGC designed and constructed all the apparatus it needed for the realization of the main 
hardness scales. The IMGC hardness laboratory possesses a hardness standard machine /2/ realizing 

all the Rockwell, Vickers and Brinell scales to 187.5 kgf and a micro-hardness standard for Vickers and 
Brinell scales from 200 gf to 3 kgf. Instrumentation for indenter checking and for automatic 
measurement of Vickers and micro-Vickers indentations /3/ has been designed and constructed. Much 
work is devoted to the improvement of the existing instrumentation and to the development of new 
apparatus. 

Investigations are being carried out also into hardness measurements on non-metallic 
materials (ceramics, elastomers and rubber) and into universal hardness, that is, the determination of 
the characteristics of the materials during testing. : 

Since 1978, the year when the standard hardness machine was constructed, IMGC has 
participated in several intercomparisons between European countries /4 to 7/, and with the U.S.A., 
Japan, the People’s Republic of China /8/ and Australia /9/, The hardness scales maintained at the 
IMGC have thus been compared with those maintained by numerous countries all over the world; in 
majority of cases, results have shown full measurement agreement as regards the uncertainty stated 
by the different laboratories. 

Of the IMGC activities in the hardness field, an important one is scales dissemination to the 

laboratories accredited by the Calibration Service in Italy (SIT) and to the laboratories accredited by 

UKAS (NAMAS) in Great Britain, which certify blocks and hardness testing machines. By their activities 
of hardness testing machine calibration for industrial concerns, these accredited Laboratories allow 
hardness scales to be disseminated in a capillary way. 

3. Results of IMGC cooperation with NIST 

In 1992 the Officine Galileo (Italy) constructed a new standard hardness machine according to 
IMGC design. The machine had been commissioned by NIST as an integrating part a cooperation 
agreement for the construction of the U.S.A. hardness standard. It was based on the hardness 
standard machine already existing at IMGC, which had been designed in 1976. 

Its essential characteristics are: 

* an isostatic, high-rigidity, three-columns structure 
* loading by dead-weights 
* air-bearing frictionless frame guides 
* alaser-interferometer measuring system 
* test verification by a load cell. 

Initially, its completely automatic test control was made by means of a pneumo-hydraulic 
system. Sequence management, data acquisition and processing were computer controlled. Thanks to 
the IMGC-NIST cooperation, the control and operation system of the machine could be considerably 
improved. 
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IMGC produced a new electro-mechanical control and NIST a new operation software /10/. 
This modifications on both machines made it possible to improve the dynamics of testing and machine 
versatility. With the new control, the apparatus response is, from the dynamic standpoint, more efficient 
and more easily modifiable; thanks to the new software, it is possible to vary test parameters (duration 
and velocity), an important feature, which makes the hardness machine a flexible investigation too! for 

determining result behavior and materials hardness when test parameters are changed. This feature 
will also make it possible to conform, without difficulty, to future variations in the relevant norms. 

The expected results have been achieved, and subsequent comparisons have also yielded 

satisfactory results (0.1 to 0.4 HRC difference). 

4. Activities aimed at norms improvement 

In 1994 a European intercomparison was made between the three laboratories which maintain 

hardness scales in France, in Germany and in Italy. The comparison was confined to the Rockwell C 
scale and the purpose was to verify the results following changes of certain parameters in the test 
definition contained in the norms. The changes in question resulted in considerable worsening of the 
agreement between the scales maintained by the Laboratories. An analysis of the problems connected 
with hardness measurements /11 to 14/ indicate that the reason for the large discrepancies is to be 
found in the test definition, which in the new norms /15/ is less metrologically correct than in the 
preceding definition /16/ and which materializes inadequately in standard hardness machines and, as a 
consequence, subsequently in industrial hardness testing machines /17/. As fig. 1 shows clearly, 
results, besides being considerably scattered, exhibit also a systematic effect due to the changes in 
the norms. Laboratory B (IMGC) has produced two different scales, depending on whether test 
parameters had been established in accordance with the previous norms (B/2) (as were those of 
laboratories A and F), or whether the parameters were those contained in the new norms (B/1). The 
systematic scale shift results constant and appreciable around -0.4 HRC. 
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This fact points out that the work carried out by standardization organizations and the work of 
the laboratories maintaining hardness scales must be coordinated, since changes in the definition of 
testing procedures have immediate effects on hardness scales. 

On the occasion of the more recent meetings at the European and international levels to 
discuss modifications in the existing norms, IMGC has promoted the establishment of working groups 
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to study a correct definition from the metrological standpoint and meeting at the same time industrial 
requirements. It is advocated that all the standards Laboratories that maintain hardness scales take 
part in this work, in order to produce norms by which the intrinsic definition uncertainty may be reduced 
and an adequate quality level in hardness measurements may be attained by the industry. 

5. Dissemination in Italy 

As already mentioned, IMGC carries out considerable activities for the calibration of reference 
blocks for secondary SIT-accredited laboratories, such blocks being themselves used for the 
calibration of hardness blocks and industrial hardness testing machines /18/. 

In fig. 2 is schematized the traceability organization in Italy. It is essentially pyramidal, with 
IMGC at the top maintaining the standard, at the second level, the laboratories accredited for block 
calibration and at the third, the laboratories accredited for industrial hardness testing machines. 

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
    
        
    
  

ISO - EN - etc. DEFINITION OF THE HARDNESS SCALE (ISO 6508) 

IMGC STANDARDIZING HARDNESS MACHINE (ISO 6508 - ISO 674) 

IMGC CALIBRATION OF STANDARDIZED BLOCKS (ISO 674) 

SIT Lab. STANDARDIZED HARDNESS MACHINE (ISO 6508 - ISO 674) 

SIT Lab CALIBRATION OF REFERENCE BLOCKS (ISO 674) 

SIT Lab CALIBRATION OF HARDNESS TESTING MACHINES (ISO 716) 

Industry HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS (ISO 6508)       
  

Fig. 2 Scheme of hardness scale dissemination in Italy. The diagram shows the responsible laboratory 
and the norms for each of the levels (HRC example). 

Dissemination is carried out essentially by means of blocks and the calibration of hardness 

testing machines. During the phases of new laboratory accreditation and of accreditation renewal, 
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IMGC has the role of laboratory evaluator and of the technico-scientific responsible organization. This 
involves examination and checking of staff, laboratory structure and procedures; calibration of the 
measuring instrumentation and the supply of standards. In the specific case of hardness, once the 
basic conditions (staff, laboratory structure and procedures) have been proved satisfactory, the 
secondary hardness machine to be used for block calibrations is calibrated /19/ and, finally, 
measurement values are checked on the basis of blocks calibrated by the IMGC. This ensures perfect 
traceability to standard, as is required also by the present international norms for Quality Assurance. 
Analogous procedures are applied for the accreditation of the secondary laboratories that calibrate 
industrial hardness testing machine. In this case, too, traceability to standard is ensured. 

Since the present traceability system in Italy is similar to that of the United Kingdom and since 
in 1988 NPL decided to cease maintaining hardness standards, an agreement was stipulated in the 
EUROMET framework between IMGC and NPL, according to which IMGC maintains and disseminates 
hardness scales also on the behalf of the U.K. Within the framework of this agreement, several block 
calibrations are made yearly for the UKAS (NAMAS) accredited laboratories, such blocks being used 

for the calibration of blocks and industrial testing machines. It must be pointed out that IMGC has no 
role whatever in laboratory accreditation (and accreditation renewal) and that, consequently, UKAS is 
totally responsible for the verification of the conditions necessary for accreditation granting. 

In accordance with the mutual recognition of several European Accreditation Systems, the 
Italian SIT Centers which calibrate industrial hardness testing machines are free to choose, for use in 
calibrations by the indirect method, blocks calibrated by SIT accredited laboratories or accredited by 

UKAS or other recognized accredited bodies. 

In the light of the work jointly carried out by IMGC and NIST as regards hardness 
measurements, mutual recognition in this field would be recommendable. Obviously and besides 
continuation of comparisons (possibly extended to other scales) between the two primary partners, it 
would be necessary to examine carefully the two different traceability systems in force in Italy and in 
the U.S.A. Such mutual recognition would deservedly crown the cooperation which has now been 
developed during several years and would be of advantage especially to the industrial concerns, of 

both countries, having commercial relationships with the foreign partner. 
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